
Imaamat Answers 

1. Fill in the blanks: 

Use these to help you fill in the blanks: 

The person who is most worthy of imaamat is that person who has most

knowledge. Thereafter the person who recites the Quran the best. 

If jama'at is made in a house, the person whose house it is has more right of

imaamat over the others. Thereafter, the person whom he appoints as an imam.

If there is an imam who is appointed in a particular masjid, then in his presence

no one else has the right of imaamat. However, if he appoints anyone else as the

imam, there will be no harm in this. In the presence of the Qadi, i.e. the ruler of

the Islamic state, no one else has the right of imaamat. 

the person whom he appoints as an 

imam
the others

anyone else
the person who recites the Quran the 

best

no one else the person whose house it is

that person who has most knowledge
the Qadi, i.e. the ruler of the Islamic 

state
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2. Indicate the ruling on appointing an imam for the following: 

However, if all these persons are possessors of knowledge and virtue, and people 

do not mind appointing them as imams, then it will not be makruh.  

3. A person is offering the fard of fajr, maghrib or esha salaat alone and he is 

offering his salaat silently. A person joins him and follows him while he is in this 

salaat. Which of the following statements are correct: 

A. the person should not join him and it is better for him to pray alone 

B. this person should make this intention in his heart that he is now becoming 

the imam so that his salaat may be offered with jama’at 

C. this person can continue thinking I am still offering my salaat alone and the 

the salah of the muqtadi will still be valid 

D. as soon as the person makes intention for imaamat it becomes wajib upon 

him to recite loudly from that moment onwards 

E. if the person continues thinking I am still offering my salaat alone, it is not 

wajib upon him to recite loudly 

F. All of the above

Scenario
Makrooh 

Tanzihi

Makrooh 

Tahrimi

to appoint a blind person, who is not conscious of the 

laws of purity and impurity, as an imam
X

to appoint a faasiq as an imam X

to appoint a person who cannot see well at night as an 

imam
X

to appoint a person who has no intellect as an imam X

to appoint a slave, who is regarded as a slave in Islamic 

jurisprudence even if he has been freed, as an imam
X

to appoint a villager as an imam X

to appoint a waladuz zina, i.e. a person who was born 

out of an illicit relationship, as an imam
X

to appoint an innovator (bidatee) as an imam X

to make imaamat without the happiness of the people X
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